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Dear Editor,

Please find here our point-by-point responses about manuscript format.

Miria Correa

Major revisions

1) > Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is 'First name Initial Last name'(e.g. Joe F Bloggs). Currently they do not match..

Before the revision we had Miria Coelho Correa and Ana Tereza R Vasconcelos. Now we changed it to Miria C Correa and Ana T Vasconcelos conform journal style. Because of this change now we have ATV to Ana T Vasconcelos author instead ATRV.

2) > Tables: Tables 1 and 2 would be more suitable included in the manuscript as figure files. Please upload each table as a separate figure into the submission system and cite as 'figure x' in the manuscript text. Please ensure that you provide figure legends. Please ensure that all figures are cited in consecutive numerical order in the manuscript.

Done. The table 1 of manuscript was renamed to Figure 2, because of that the Figure 2 was renumbered Figure 3, Figure 3 was renumbered Figure 4 and so on. The table 2 was renamed to Figure 11.

Minor revisions

1) > Line numbers: Please remove these.

Done.

2) Materials and methods: Please rename this section 'Methods'.

Done.

3) Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript.

Done.

4) References: the reference list should contain up to 30 authors' names for each citation. The term 'et al.' should not be used if there are fewer than 30 authors.

Done. We removed 'et al' of references and we add the other authors.

5) References: Please remove the DOI numbers from the reference list.
Done.

6) **Typography**: *Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.*

Done. We checked our manuscript and we didn’t find any typographical error.